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About Pacecourt

Pacecourt is one of the first company to manufacture
a High-quality and premium synthetic sports surface
material in India suitable for all Types of outdoor Sports
and Recreational Surfaces like Tennis, Badminton,
Basketball, Volleyball, Skating, Walking Tracks and
Multi-Sports grounds.

Out state-of-Art manufacturing facility is well equipped
to manufacture sports coating Products. Each product
is a result of countless hours that have been spent by the
research and development team to ensure durability,
athlete comfort, playability & Affordable for the customer.
Our products for outdoor courts are available across
India through our nationwide channel partners and
distributors. Pacecourt products feature 100% Acrylic
resins, UV-resistant oxide pigment, selected reinforcing
fillers, and fungicides. It also has excellent color retention,
UV resistance and extraordinary wearing properties.
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USED IN
OUTDOOR

Tenis
Court

Badminton
 Courts

Rollerblade,
Roller Skate

Pathway,
Walking Tracks

Playground
Surface Coating
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Netball Courts

Basketball

WHY

ITF
Classification

30% More
Coverage

Easy
Transportation

Less Wastage
on Site

Instant
Availability

Buy Back
Facility

No Minimum
Order Restriction
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Deep Patch
Deep patch is an Undulation Surfaces Repair product
designed to fix and repair Undulations in any kind of
sports surfaces. It can be used over new or existing
asphalt or concrete recreational surfaces.

MIXING RATIO
DEEP PATCH - 20 KG
WATER - 1 LITRE
SILICA SAND - 60 KG
CEMENT - 15

BUCKET SIZE

20 KG
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CONCRETE PRIMER
Pacecourt Acrylic Concrete Primer is a high strength
acrylic primer designed to improve the adhesion of
Pacecourt Acrylic coatings to concrete surfaces. Acrylic
Concrete Primer is a concentrated material that can
be diluted at the jobsite.

MIXING RATIO
PRIMER  - 20 KG
WATER - 32 LITRE

BUCKET SIZE

20 KG
COVERAGE
0.12KG/M2
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ACRYLIC RESURFACER
Acrylic Resurfacer is a concentrated 100% acrylic
latex binder designed for field mixing with silica
sand and is to be applied to recreational surfaces
constructed of hot-mix asphalt or Portland cement
concrete.

MIXING RATIO
RESURFACER - 25 KG 
WATER - 30 LITRE
SILICA SAND - 26 KG
CEMENT - 20 KG
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BUCKET SIZE

25 KG
COVERAGE

²0.30-0.40 KG/M
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DRUM SIZE

50 KG
COVERAGE
0.29 KG/M2

CUSHION COAT
Pacecourt Cushion Coat is a resilient, multi-layered
application designed to provide the player with added
comfort and a more enjoyable playing experience by
reducing shock to the lower extemities. The system
should be applied only to properly prepared concrete
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MIXING RATIO
CUSHION - 50 KG 
WATER - 40 LITRE
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COVERAGE
0.29 KG/M2

DRUM SIZE

50 KG



TERRACOTTA RED GRASS GREEN DARK GREEN GRAY

LIGHT BLUE ROYAL BLUE DARK BLUE

Colorcoat Chart for Tennis Court and Recreational Surfaces
Colors are as accurate as possible. Slight variations may occur due to job site conditions, mixing

proportions, and installation methods. Premium Colors require additional lead time. Custom
Colors available upon request.
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COLOUR COAT
Pacecourt Colour Coat is a wear resistant, 100% acryllic
emulsion consisting of brilliant pigments and quality
polymers that are blended into a highly concentrated
form. Pacecourt colour coat does NOT contain any
asbestos, lead, or mercury. An excellent advantage of
the Pacecourt color coat product is that it can be used
for both the texture and finish coats, by job-mixing
with water and/or silica sand to achieve the desired
surface texture and speed of play.

BUCKET SIZE

25 KG
COVERAGE
0.26 KG/M2
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MIXING RATIO
COLOUR - 25 KG
WATER - 16 LITRE
SILICA SAND - 10 KG
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Concrete
Base

Concrete
Primer

1 Layer Acrylic
Resurfacer

5 Layer
Cushion Coat

2 Layer
Color Coat

Line
Marking
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 LAYER WISE
PROCEDURE

8 LAYER
SYSTEM
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Asphalt
Base

1 Layer Acrylic
Resurfacer

2 Layers
Color Coat

Line
Marking

2 Layers
Cushion Coat
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5 LAYER
SYSTEM

 LAYER WISE
PROCEDURE



The tennis net, an integral part of any tennis
court, serves to divide the playing area into
two equal halves. Made from a durable nylon
mesh or similar materials, it is suspended by a
cord or cable, ensuring it remains at the precise
regulation height.
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 PACECOURT’s
BADMINTON &
TENNIS NET

A water pusher is a practical and efficient tool
commonly used in the maintenance of outdoor
sports courts. Designed to effectively move or
push water from one area to another, it is
especially handy for clearing water puddles or
excess moisture from surfaces like tennis
courts, basketball courts, or other playing fields.

 PACECOURT’s
WATER PUSHER

7,500/-

16,500/-

Hi-Tech Equipments
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Tennis posts play a crucial role in the game of
tennis. They are the vertical structures that
support the net, a key component that divides
the court into two equal halves. Typically made
from sturdy materials like metal or wood, these
posts ensure the net remains taut and at the
correct height, which is vital for fair play.
Positioned at each side of the court, they often
have mechanisms for adjusting the net's
tension, allowing for precise setup.

 PACECOURT’s
TENNIS NET POSTS
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12,500/-



HARSHITA 
INFRASTRUCTURE

Sports Flooring & Equipments

S

Pacecourt is the first choice by all the major institutions in India.
Our record says it all.

Our Major Clients



info@pacecourt.com

+91-7878365365

S- 282, Greater Kailash Part - 1,
New Delhi- 110048, Indiawww.pacecourt.com


